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THE ANTI-COUNTERFEITING GROUP

Letter from Alison Statham

Brands operate in an exciting, diverse and dynamic marketplace and
protecting a trademark is crucial. The ACG is at the forefront of the fight
against counterfeiting – engaging, persuading, influencing, enforcing,
informing and educating. The range and diversity of our members
demonstrate how counterfeiting touches almost every market sector,
from luxury goods to toys and everyday household items.

Every year ACG seems to go from strength to strength and
2017 was no exception. It has been a year of growth, challenges
and collaboration.
In 2017, ACG welcomed yet more new members which means we now
represent over 3,100 brands worldwide. We built trusted relationships
with other UK and international organisations, we were involved in 38 raid
actions leading to the seizure of £Millions of counterfeit products.
We played a key role in advising and challenging government on issues
relating to BREXIT, the Irish border and China’s One Belt One Road
strategy. We also influenced the development of plans to map and
assess enforcement.

The ACG is a not-for-profit trade association and works with more than
3,100 brands to illustrate the impact of counterfeiting, shape debates and
influence key issues and opportunities in order to make our voice heard.
We care about the jobs that brands generate, the contribution they make to
the economy and we share their concerns about the risk to the health and
safety of consumers.

Collaboration and sharing intelligence with enforcement and government
agencies meant ACG played a significant role in enforcement actions
last year, including OP JASPER (social media), OP STRANGEWAYS
(Manchester) and OP PISA (HMRC and Border Force).
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“

We were
involved in
38 raid actions
leading to
the seizure
of £Millions
of counterfeit
products.

“
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ACG hosted 25 separate events, to offer brand protection professionals and
enforcement officers an opportunity to engage and network. We trained
more than 520 enforcement officers at regional roadshows and Border
Force training days and held a joint-workshop on effective intelligence and
enforcement actions in Asia.
As we move into 2018, ACG plan to continue developing inclusive,
effective initiatives that help combat product counterfeiting and to lobby
government hard on issues that matter to our members: the creation
of a national UK IP enforcement centre; more Border Force checks and
seizures; additional resource for trading standards, police and border
force; and new policies that tackle counterfeits sold online.
ACG would like to thank our members and stakeholders for their
continued support. We have all the key ingredients needed for 2018; we’re
in a strong position, our ambition is clear and we’re focused on delivery.

Alison Statham, ACG Director General
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Engagement

The facts

91%

of members felt ACG
provided a secure
and effective forum
to share knowledge
and information

60+

events
delivered

Est.

1980

Concentrated brand protection activity

Air - Sea - Postal - Markets - Online

Member investigations
developed in liaison
with partner agencies

520+

Involved in

38

enforcement officers
trained

340 87%
SHARED

raid actions
across UK

Represent
more than
2

3,100

brands

pieces of
intelligence
with public
sector partners
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“

ACG is recognised as one of the most
active and highly respected organisations
in the fight against counterfeiting

UK partners
• Alliance for IP
• All Party Parliamentary Groups (APPG’s)
• Chartered Institute of Trading Standards (CTSI)
• Home Office
• Intellectual Property Office (IPO)
• IP Awareness Network (IPAN)
• IP Crime Group (IPCG)
• Minister for Intellectual Property
• National Markets Group (NMG) including
Real Deal
• Scottish Anti-Illicit Trade Group (SAITG)

”

European partners
• ABAC-BAAN (Belgium)
• AIM (European Brands Association)
• ANDEMA (Spain)
• APM (Germany)
• EUIPO (European IP Office)/EU Observatory
• European Commission
• Europol
• INDICAM (Italy)
• REACT
• SACG (Sweden)
• UNIFAB (France)

91%
of members
agreed ACG has
the necessary
skills and
knowledge

of members
noted ACG
met its
strategic aims

£Millions+ of goods

SEIZED

This is a
snapshot of just
some of our
stakeholders

Law Enforcement partners
• Association of Chief TS Officers (ACTSO)
• Border Force
• Government Agency Intelligence Network (GAIN)
• HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC)
• National Crime Agency (NCA)
• National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC)
• National Trading Standards (NTS)
• National Trading Standards e-Crime Team (NTSeCT)
• National Trading Standards Intelligence Team
(NTSIT)
• Organised Crime Task Force (OCTF)
• Police IP Crime Unit (PIPCU)

International partners
• Business Action to Stop Counterfeiting and
Piracy (BASCAP)
• Global Anti-Counterfeiting Network (GACG)
• International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition (IACC)
• International Trademark Association (INTA)
• Interpol
• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD)
• Transnational Alliance to Combat Illicit Trade
(TRACIT)
• World Customs Organisation (WCO)
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• World IP Organisation (WIPO)

Influencing and Persuading

“
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Actively engaging with ministers, advisors
and civil servants to influence policies
that improve protection and enforcement

”

ACG presented further evidence
and debated issues of enforcement
and the online platform with the
All-Party Parliamentary
Intellectual Property Group.
Separate meetings were later held
with the APPG for Home Electrical
Safety and the APPG on Illicit Trade.

At a meeting in Westminster with
Jo Johnson, Minister for IP ACG
discussed the importance of continued
cross-border cooperation and need
for UK borders to be secured against
counterfeit goods when the UK leaves
the EU. Furthermore, ACG challenged
the Minister to address the significant
shortfalls in Trading Standards
funding and resources.

ACG chairs key multi-agency
partnership groups leading the way
to a more collaborative approach
to tackle IP crime, including Chair
of the National Markets Group for
IP Protection and Vice Chair of the
Scottish Anti-illicit Trade Group.

Sir Charles Montgomery, Director
General of Border Force agreed
to work with ACG on customs
initiatives, port seizures and
best practices. Meanwhile, the
European Commission was
questioned by ACG on border
practices in some countries.

Ministers acknowledged ACG’s
advice about China’s One Belt One
Road strategy giving counterfeiters
greater access to UK markets and
agreed the UK will remain part of
all international transport
conventions governing how rail
services are operated.

An ACG Manifesto objective, to
establish a national IP enforcement
body, has progressed following
meetings with senior officials
from: National Trading Standards,
the Association of Chief Trading
Standards Officers and the IPO.

Tracey Webb, Head of IP at the
Department for International Trade
invited ACG to support the team.
As a result, ACG provided specific
views and concerns on border
controls and will contribute detailed
appraisals of future Free Trade
Agreements as they develop.

ACG and AIM partnered to ensure
the UK has a representative voice
and position on rights management
issues within the Government
Advisory Committee at ICANN.
A joint statement prepared with
the IPO will galvanise government
sources and answer questions
raised by pro-rights
management members.

As a member of a select group
of seven organisations, ACG
contributed to the development of
a MoRiLE (Management of Risk in
Law Enforcement) scoring process.
MoRiLE will provide a consistent
approach across law enforcement
agencies.

ACG contributed to major studies
and strategy proposals including: a
Joint Research Report on technology
solutions for enforcement; Alliance for
IP Strategy Review; EU Commission’s
plans on mapping and assessing
enforcement; effectiveness of the
European Parliament’s Customs
Regulation 608/2013; and the EU
Observatory’s work programme.

As negotiations progressed, ACG
advised and challenged David Davis,
Secretary of State for Exiting the
European Union and other ministers
on issues related to BREXIT including
specific questions about the Irish
border.

Continuing to build international
presence and influence, ACG began
talks with OLAF (European AntiFraud Office) and UNICRI (United
Nations Interregional Crime and
Justice Research Institute) about
current information flows, developing
intelligence exchanges and key
research on IP crime.
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Enforcement

“

A trusted conduit of intelligence sharing,
ACG has supported enforcement agencies
in raid actions and new initiatives.

RAID ACTIONS

INITIATIVES

ONLINE TRADERS

> Camden High Street and market raid actions
are part of a long term strategy to reduce the
availability of counterfeit goods in the area.
ACG supported TS to identify and target retail
shops and market stalls, resulting in the
seizure of thousands of counterfeit goods.

> Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR)
exercise took place on the M5 corridor with
TS, Police, ACG and brand representatives to
target traders operating at Bristol Fruit Market
selling counterfeits to Facebook traders in
Wales. Commercial vehicles packed with
thousands of counterfeit goods were seized.

> A fulfilment house operator and associates
facilitating the online sale and distribution of
unsafe and counterfeit goods were the focus
of a large scale raid action involving ACG, TS,
Police, GAIN, IPO, HMRC and others. Arrests
and tens of thousands of unsafe and counterfeit
goods were seized.

> Evidence and intelligence collected by ACG
members has supported an agreement to
help stop the sale of counterfeit and pirated
goods at: Bristol Fruit Market, Eastgate
Market in Skegness and Bescot Market in
Walsall. Similar initiatives with TS and market
operators are aiming to reduce counterfeits
at Wandsworth and Brighton Racecourse
markets.

> Targeting traders operating on Facebook
selling groups, Facebook Marketplace and the
main Instagram platform, OP JASPER is an
initiative to reduce the availability of counterfeit
goods on social media. ACG and its members
are key to its success and work alongside TS
authorities, National TS e-Crime Team, SAITG
and other enforcement agencies.

> Greater Manchester Police and Trading
Standards were supported by ACG, through
its coordination role, in a number of actions
targeting the wholesale supply of counterfeit
goods in the area. This led to the seizure of
a huge range of counterfeit and potentially
unsafe products and was a positive result for
many ACG members.
> Operation PISA involved Border Force
intensification exercises at the Port of
Felixstowe, Manchester Airport and East
Midlands Airport. It resulted in the detention
of 83,000 counterfeit goods, worth more than
£3 million. Information and evidence
gathered, strengthened ACG’s lobbying
position with Government.
>O
 xford Street, London was targeted before
Christmas by Westminster TS and ACG.
Raid action on Oxford Street shops based on
intelligence provided by ACG and others to enable
TS to seize a large range of counterfeit goods.
> ACG and its members have been working
closely, looking at alternative ways to target
counterfeiters.
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”

> ACG provided intelligence to support
Manchester City Council in the serving of
civil notices under Section 146, Law of
Property Act, 1925. Over 50 retail and
wholesale premises selling counterfeit goods
in the Strangeways area have ceased trading
and closed. The region is now in an early stage
of redevelopment.

> Online platform Done Deal and Adverts.ie
met with ACG to help build a relationship with
members and discuss the removal of infringing
advertisements, sharing data and referring
cases to enforcement for action. Done Deal and
Adverts.ie agreed to ensure counterfeits are not
sold on the platforms.
> Alibaba senior executives met with ACG
members for a frank and constructive
discussion on the growing challenges faced in
tackling counterfeit traders operating on the
e-commerce site. Alibaba went on to publish
an IPR Protection Handbook to provide answers
to ACG members’ questions.
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Raising Awareness

“

ACG works with agencies to promote a
wider awareness and understanding of
the dangers and cost of counterfeiting

Appeared on: BBC
Crimewatch Roadshow,
BBC Inside Out South
East, BBC Fake Britain,
ITV Tonight and BBC
Wales X-Ray to investigate
the rise in dangerous
counterfeit goods

Attended and
exhibited at the
Chartered Trading
Standards Institute
(CTSI) Conference
in Harrogate

Discussed the effects of
counterfeiting and illicit
trade and what needs to
be done to protect society
at the Global Illicit Trade
Summit
Presented on
the issues of
counterfeiting at an
Alliance and Creative
Industries event in
Manchester

Chaired an
international
workshop on best
practice for evidence
building at the INTA
Annual Seminar
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Launched an
ACG Guide to
Brand Protection

”

Key strategic issues
facing brand protection
and aiming higher in
strategic thinking and
business planning were
explored at the ACG
Annual Conference

Border Force IP
Awareness Days were
held at Heathrow
airport and the Port
of Felixstowe

Presented at the
Federation of the
Swiss Watch Industry’s
Anti-Counterfeiting
Group’s annual
assembly in Switzerland

Hosted IP Roadshows
to educate and
train enforcement
colleagues in
Liverpool, Dublin,
Cardiff and London

Campaigned
against
the sale of
dangerous
counterfeit
goods
online over
the Black
Friday/Cyber Monday
weekend

Exhibited genuine and
counterfeit products at the
Home Office on World IP
Day to focus on consumer
protection and highlight the
issues of buying fake products
Launched a new,
refreshed ACG website
with a powerful search
capability to locate
information

ACG awards for
enforcement individuals
and teams
showing
ingenuity,
creativity
and
passion
in tackling
IP crime

Sponsored a CTSI
award for the Highest
Scoring Candidate in
Trading Standards
exams for the
Intellectual Property
(IP) module

DON’T BE
Celebrated this
CAUGHT OUT
World AntiTHISyears’
WEEKEND

Exhibited at the
Premier League’s
annual Football against
Fakes conference in
Manchester

Launched a flyer
Brands for British
Success along with the
British Brands Group
on British IP Day to
lobby MPs
and other
peers

Counterfeiting Day by
Be careful about
hosting
a joint workshop
WHAT you buy
and
to
focus
on the changing
WHERE you buy it from
world of counterfeiting
in Asia

Chaired and
moderated Europol
IP Crime Conference,
which focused on
Innovative Strategies
for Effective
Enforcement; 500+
delegates from 70
countries attended.

Published an
article on Fighting
Counterfeiting in a
Changing Political
World for the World
Trade Review

Featured in counterfeit
news articles for:
BBC News online,
Business of Fashion,
Kent.gov.uk News,
Publicnow.com and
LiverpoolExpress.co.uk
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Governance and Financial
viability

“

ACG Council provide leadership, strategic
direction and scrutiny and enable ACG to
achieve its members’ purpose

GOVERNANCE

”

The ACG receives its mandate from the ACG
Council, as well as specialist ACG industry
groups and committees. The Council is the
formal governing body for ACG and it determines
ACG’s direction, as well as having responsibility
for its financial strength and performance.
Council members are invited to join dependent
on their sector experience and technical
expertise and are elected annually to a term
of office by the full membership base.
In addition to the ACG Council there are a
number of specialist ACG industry groups and
committees, including the Consumer Brands
Group (CBG) and Brand Protection Group (BPG).

ACG
council
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Shelley Duggan Chair
Director and Associate
General Counsel and the
Global Brand Protection
Leader (Procter & Gamble)

Thomas Parrott Vice-chair

Ahassim Rashid

Vice-President and
Managing Director of
UK Operations
(Beachbody UK)

Director and Anti-Piracy
Counsel, EMEA (Warner
Bros. Entertainment
UK Ltd)

Chloe Long

Nicola Consterdine

Brand Protection Manager
EMEA (MICHAEL KORS) and
Chair of ACG’s Consumer
Brands Group

IP Protection Manager,
Legal & Corporate Affairs
(Epson Europe BV)

Mark Bearfoot

Shelia Henderson

Brand Protection Manager
EMEA (Harley-Davidson
Europe Ltd)

Chief Intellectual Property
Counsel (Richemont
International Ltd)

Consumer brands group

(Chair: Chloe Long, MICHAEL KORS)
The Consumer Brands Group meet twice
a year and is an active and important ACG
Committee made up of full members and
their representatives. It participates in a
range of activities that foster greater, effective
enforcement. These ACG activities include
liaising with authorities on the ground to aid
the detection and prosecution of counterfeiters,
providing training for enforcement agencies,
developing brand guidance, lobbying, being
involved in ACG roadshows and events, and more
recently exchanging information and intelligence.

Collaborative teamwork has been pivotal to the
way ACG operates and a number of smaller
Consumer Brands Group working groups have
been focusing on specific issues affecting
members. This year, the working groups have
been involved in projects that have utilised the
pooled knowledge and experience of the team.
The outcomes of which were shared with all ACG
members. Additionally, ACG has created sector
specific focus groups when required, such as for
the fast moving consumer goods sector.
Online Counterfeiting Working Group
(Chair: Sophie Edgerton, ghd)
• Social media and online sales platforms
• Search engines
• Advertising
Physical Working Group
(Chair: Mike Thomas, Superdry Plc)
• High Street markets
• Large parcel depots
• Fulfilment houses
Policy Working Group
(Chair: Louise Butler, Diageo)
• BREXIT and the Irish border
• China’s One Belt One Road
• Customs

FINANCIAL VIABILITY
As a not-for-profit trade association focused on
the fight against counterfeiting in the UK and
worldwide, any surplus income is reinvested.
There are more hosted events, an increase in
lobbying activity, greater raid and enforcement
action and improved member benefits.
It’s important that ACG is run in a transparent,
fair way that protects members, staff and
stakeholders. It is in a strong financial position
and in excess of 740 IP professionals are
currently members. Together, ACG delivers

a powerful voice in government, valuable
information and a formidable network.
ACG brand members include all types of
manufacturers, distributors and retailers
such as Jaguar Land Rover, Burberry, the
Premier League and Cath Kidston. There are
also membership categories for law firms,
barristers’ chambers, trade mark attorneys
and patent agents, as well as suppliers of
brand protection and technology services who
need and value ACG’s insight into the sector.
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What’s Next?

“

ACG has all the key ingredients it needs
to make this coming year another
successful one for its members

> Lobby government on issues such as: creating
a National UK IP Enforcement Centre, BREXIT,
Customs and China’s One Belt One Road.

> Deliver a workshop for IP professionals to
explore China’s initiative One Belt One Road
and its implications for brands.

> Deliver IP Roadshows in Manchester, Glasgow,
Cheltenham and London.

> Campaign for a Business Leaders Network
within the European Observatory that builds
greater knowledge and strategic business
commitment so that fighting counterfeiting
becomes a corporate responsibility.

> Assist the IPO to develop and implement its new
index relating to the availability of counterfeit
goods in the physical and online market place.
> Train Border Force Officers at Heathrow, Tilbury,
Felixstowe, Gatwick and other locations.
>H
 ost another ACG Conference that is bursting with
content and has lots of networking opportunities.
> Meet with IPO analysts to better understand how
ACG can influence Intelligence Hub’s activities.
>C
 ontinue involvement with enforcement initiatives
including: OP JASPER, OP STRANGEWAYS, OP
PISA, OP BIG BEN, OP RINGO and OP APHRODITE.
> Exhibit at CTSI Symposium 2018, a new event
to provide an education and training programme
for Trading Standards.
> Develop a new forward thinking three-year ACG
Strategy and Action Plan.
> Coordinate and share intelligence for more raids
and enforcement action in London, Manchester,
Wales and other locations across the UK.
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”

>L
 aunch a new video demonstrating how ACG
has achieved its strategic aims over the last
three years.
> Review and publish new information on the
benefits that support ACG membership.
> Continue to increase the level of communications
and grow social media engagement.
> Focus on alternative online sales methods of
advertising, selling and distributing counterfeit
products.
> Provide advice and support on BREXIT and issues
that will particularly affect our members.
> Continue to build our international partnerships
and presence, which will be vital in supporting
collaborative and cross border enforcement
initiatives and strategies, as the UK leaves the EU.

2018

> Lobbying for ICANN GDPR WHOIS
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